Abstract. The introduction of the Semantic Web vision and the shift toward machine understandable Web resources has unearthed the importance of automatic semantic reconciliation. Consequently, new tools for automating the process were proposed. In this work we present a formal model of semantic reconciliation and analyze in a systematic manner the properties of the process outcome, primarily the inherent uncertainty of the matching process and how it reflects on the resulting mappings. An important feature of this research is the identification and analysis of factors that impact the effectiveness of algorithms for automatic semantic reconciliation, leading, it is hoped, to the design of better algorithms by reducing the uncertainty of existing algorithms. Against this background we empirically study the aptitude of two algorithms to correctly match concepts. This research is both timely and practical in light of recent attempts to develop and utilize methods for automatic semantic reconciliation.
Introduction and motivation
The ambiguous interpretation of concepts describing the meaning of data in data sources (e.g., database schemata, XML DTDs, RDF schemata, and HTML form tags) is commonly known as semantic heterogeneity. Semantic heterogeneity, a well-known obstacle to data source integration [10] , is resolved through a process of semantic reconciliation, which matches concepts from heterogeneous data sources. Traditionally, semantic reconciliation was performed by a human observer (a designer, a DBA, or a user) [34, 59] due to its complexity [10] . However, manual reconciliation (with or without computer-aided tools) tends to be slow and inefficient in dynamic environments and does not scale for obvious reasons. Therefore, the introduction of the Semantic Web vision and the shift toward machine understandable Web resources has unearthed the importance of automatic semantic reconciliation. Consequently, new tools for automating the process, such as Cupid [43] , GLUE [15] , and OntoBuilder [49] , were proposed. In this work we provide a formal model of semantic reconciliation and analyze in a systematic manner the properties of the process, primarily the inherent uncertainty in the process outcome. An important feature of this research is the identification and analysis of factors that impact the effectiveness of algorithms for automatic semantic reconciliation, leading, it is hoped, to the design of better algorithms by reducing the uncertainty of existing ones. Against this background we empirically study the aptitude of two algorithms to correctly match concepts. As will be argued below, this research is both timely and practical in light of recent attempts to develop and utilize methods for automatic semantic reconciliation.
To illustrate our approach, consider the following simplified example, given in terms of the relational model. We shall use this example throughout this article to highlight various aspects of the proposed framework.
Example 1 (Heterogeneous schemata and mappings).
Consider two simplified schemata, each consisting of one relation with car rental information from Avis and Alamo.
Manual semantic reconciliation overcomes mismatches in attribute names. For example, ReturnDate is mapped to DropoffDate. Also, differences of domains, e.g., {0, 15, 30, 45} and {0, 10, 20, 30, 40 , 50}, do not serve as a barrier to a human observer in identifying identical concepts. In contrast, as discussed in [14, 43, 49] and others, the outcome of automatic analysis of the two schemata depends on the tools of evaluation. In particular, the matching of PickUpDate with PickUp-Date can be easily achieved using string matching and an information retrieval technique known as dehyphenation, yet the matching of DropoffDate and ReturnDate may require the assistance of a thesaurus or machine learning techniques to identify Dropoff and Return as synonyms.
As demonstrated in Example 1, automatic matching may carry with it a degree of uncertainty, as it is based on syntactic, rather than semantic, means. For example, OntoBuilder [30] , a tool for ontology matching among Web sites, utilizes, among other techniques, domain matching to recognize "similar" terms in ontologies. The underlying assumption is that when two terms take values from the same domain (say, the integers), they are more likely to be similar than if they take their values from completely different domains. Using such a method, it may be possible to erroneously match noncomparable terms such as height and weight. As another example, consider name matching, a common method in tools such as Cupid [43] , OntoBuilder, and Protégé [28] . With name matching, one assumes that similar terms (or attributes) have similar (or even identical) names. However, the occurrence of synonyms (e.g., remuneration and salary as alternative terms) and homonyms (e.g., age referring to either human age or wine age) may trap this method into erroneous matching.
The proposed model, to be given in detail in Sect. 4 , utilizes a fuzzy framework to model the uncertainty of the matching process outcome. For example, given two attribute sets A and A , we associate a confidence measure, normalized between 0 and 1 with any mapping among attributes of A and A . Therefore, given two attributes A ∈ A and A ∈ A , we say that we are µ-confident in the mapping of A and A (denoted A µatt A ) to specify our belief in the mapping quality. We assume that a manual matching is a perfect process, resulting in a crisp matching, with µ att = 1.
2 As for automatic matching, a hybrid of algorithms, such as presented in [14, 43, 49] , or adaptation of relevant work in proximity queries (e.g., [3, 11] ) and query rewriting over mismatched domains (e.g., [12, 13] ) can determine the level of µ att .
Example 2 (Quantifying imprecision).
To illustrate the proposed method for quantifying imprecision, consider a mapping that is based on substring matching. The confidence in the mapping of two attributes A 1 and A 2 is defined symmetrically as the maximum size of a matching substring in A 1 and A 2 divided by the maximum number of characters in either A 1 or A 2 . Consider next the schemata in Example 1, and Identifying a confidence measure µ in and of itself is insufficient for matching purposes. One may claim, and justly so, that the use of syntactic means to identify semantic equivalence may be misleading in that a mapping with a high µ can be less precise, as conceived by an expert, than a mapping with a lower µ. Thus the main contribution of this paper lies in demonstrating through theoretical and empirical analysis that for a certain family of "well-behaved" mappings (termed here monotonic), one can safely interpret a high confidence measure as a good semantic mapping. An immediate consequence of this result is the establishment of corroboration for the quality of mapping techniques based on their ability to generate monotonic mappings. We apply this corroboration on two algorithms and report on our experiences in Sect. 6 . From our findings we can conclude that matching algorithms that generate monotonic ("well-behaved") mappings are well suited for automatic semantic reconciliation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work, followed by some preliminaries, presenting basic concepts in fuzzy-based applications (Sect. 3). Section 4 introduces the proposed framework for automatic semantic reconciliation. We formally define confidence relations (primitive and compound) as fuzzy relations and demonstrate these concepts by defining confidence relations among data values, domains, individual attributes, and schema mappings. We next define a class of monotonic mappings in Sect. 5 for which we show that fuzzy matching reflects the precision of the mapping itself and analyze some properties of compound confidence relations. In particular, we provide a justification, in retrospect, for the common use of weighted bipartite matching in identifying the best mapping. Section 6 introduces our empirical results, experimenting with two matching algorithms. The paper is concluded in Sect. 7.
Background and related work
This study builds upon two existing bodies of research, namely, heterogeneous databases and ontology design, each of which is elaborated below. In addition, we briefly survey some alternatives to the proposed framework.
Heterogeneous databases
The evolution of organizational computing, from "islands of automation" into enterprise-level systems, has created the need to homogenize heterogeneous databases. More than ever before, companies are seeking integrated data that go well beyond a single organizational unit. In addition, high percentages of the organizational data are supplied by external resources (e.g., the Web and extranets). Data integration is thus becoming increasingly important for decision support in enterprises [8] . The increasing importance of data integration also implies that databases with heterogeneous schemata face an increasing prospect that their data integration process will not manage semantic differences effectively. This may result, at least to some degree, in mismatching of schema elements. Hence methods for schema matching should take into account a certain level of uncertainty. Current research into heterogeneous databases is, however, largely geared toward deterministic semantic resolution [4, 29, 36, 50, 54] , which may not effectively scale in computational environments that require rapid response in dynamically changing schemata. In addition, schema descriptions differ significantly among different domains.Accordingly, it is often said that the next main challenge in the semantic matching arena is the creation of a generalized set of automatic matching algorithms. Accordingly, the goal of this work is to present an evaluation framework for automatic matching algorithms as well as to model the uncertainty of such a process.
To reduce manual intervention, many suggestions have been made over the last two decades -both by scholars and by industry -to bring about a higher level of automation of the matching process among schemata and to reduce semantic mismatch problems. A useful classification of the various solutions can be found in [56] . Of the various dimensions presented there, we focus on those categories that highlight the algorithmic aspect of the problem. The proposed solutions can be grouped into four main approaches. The first approach recommends adoption of information retrieval techniques. Such techniques apply approximate, distance-based (e.g. edit distance [41] as proposed in [44] ), matching techniques, thus overcoming the inadequacy of exact, "keyword-based" matching. This approach is based on the presumption that similar attribute names represent semantic similarity. Attribute names are rarely, however, given in an explicit form that yields good matchings. Furthermore, they need to be complemented by either a lengthier textual description or explicit thesaurus, which mandates greater human intervention in the process. Protégé utilizes this method in the PROMPT (formerly SMART) algorithm, a semiautomatic matching algorithm that guides experts through ontology matching and alignment [27, 28] .
A second approach to the matching of schemata involves the adoption of machine learning algorithms that create a mapping between two attributes based on the similarity among their associated values. Most existing approaches (e.g., GLUE [14] and Autoplex [6] ) adopt some form of a Bayesian classifier [16, 40] . Pursuant to this approach, mappings are based on classifications with the greatest posterior probability, given data samples. Another method that can be utilized for schema matching is that of grammatical inferences [32, 51, 57] . This method, utilized in the area of natural language processing, involves the inference of a grammar G, as a regular expression, from a set of examples of a language L(G). Machine learning was recognized as an important aspect of reasoning about mappings in [42] .
Third, several scholars have suggested the use of graph theory techniques to identify similarity among schemata, represented in the form of either a tree or a graph [9, 52, 60] . For example, the TreeMatch algorithm [43] utilizes XML DTD's tree structure in evaluating the similarity of leaf nodes by estimating the similarity of their ancestors. Also, the work of Valtchev and Euzenat [63] (aimed at automatic classification) applies a similarity measure in which the dissimilarity between objects is measured in terms of their distance from a common class in a given classification scheme [44] .
A fourth approach involves a hybrid of matching techniques from the three approaches given above. Under this approach, a weighted sum of the output of algorithms in these three categories serves to specify the similarity of any two schema elements. Cupid [43] and OntoBuilder [49] are two models that support the hybrid approach. Also, the research into rank aggregation methods [18, 21] can be applied in this context to combine the results of various matching algorithms.
A few other systems (MOMIS [5] , DIKE [55] , and Clio [48] , to name a few) aim at resolving semantic heterogeneity in heterogeneous databases. However, these models assume manual intervention on a grand scale.
There is sparse academic literature on the appropriate evaluation tool for proposed algorithms and matching methods in this area (an initial effort is available in [42] ; see below). The proposed framework identifies in a systematic manner the shortcomings of automatic schema matching. In particular, it models schema matching as a process with uncertain outcomes and identifies sufficient conditions for effective schema matching as a feedback for improving matching algorithms.
Ontology design
The second body of literature the study draws upon focuses on ontology design. Ontologies have been widely accepted as the model of choice for modeling heterogeneous data sources by various communities including databases [15, 35, 49] and knowledge representation [28] , to name two.
The area of information science has an extensive body of literature and practice on ontology construction using tools such as thesauri and on terminology rationalization and matching of different ontologies [1, 58, 61, 65] . Other works, such as the DOGMA project [35, 62] , provide an engineering approach to ontology management. Finally, scholars in the area of knowledge representation have studied ontology interoperability, resulting in systems such as Chimaera [45] , Protégé [28] (together with Prompt [26] , an interactive algorithm for ontology merging), and RDFT [53] , a mapping metaontology that maps business constructs such as events, documents, and vocabularies using such standards as WSDL and PSL.
The body of research aiming at matching schemata by using ontologies has traditionally focused on interactive methods, requiring sometimes massive human intervention.However, the new vision of the Semantic Web necessitates the minimization of human intervention, replacing it with syntactic similarity measures to approximate semantic matching. Thus, recent works (e.g., [15, 49] ) have looked into automatic semantic reconciliation using ontologies. It had been observed before that automatic matching may carry with it a degree of uncertainty since "the syntactic representation of schemas and data do not completely convey the semantics of different databases" [47] . In this work, we analyze and model fully automated semantic reconciliation, allowing a certain level of uncertainty in the matching outcome.
Several ontological languages were proposed to support the Semantic Web, including RDF/S, DAML+OIL, and OWL, as well as proposals for embedded semantics (e.g., [64] ). Such tools add semantics at a metadata level through the use of constructs such as constraints. As such, these models are concerned less with adequate structures and more with giving, through relationships, appropriate interpretation to terms. The work we present is model independent (although our experiments were performed on HTML forms). Generally speaking, however, the proposed framework can maintain mapping similarities from any term pairwise matching, be it based on naming conventions, structural constraints, or semantic constraints. We refer the interested reader to [30] for techniques for identifying ontological constructs and utilizing them in the context of semantic reconciliation.
Modeling alternatives
A recent work on representing and reasoning about mappings between domain models was presented in [42] . This work provides a model representation and inference analysis. Managing uncertainty was recognized as the next step on the research agenda in this area and was left open for a future research. Our work fills this gap in providing a model that represents the uncertainty (as an imprecision measure) in the matching process outcome.
In [46] , a model for estimating information loss in a matching process was introduced. The model computes precision and recall of substitutions of terms in a generalizationspecialization hierarchy, using both intentional and extensional measures. These metrics (and their combination, as suggested in [46] ) serve as alternatives to the µ-confidence proposed in this paper. However, no value-of-information analysis was reported. That is, no evaluation of the correspondence of these measures to the "goodness" of the mapping, as perceived by an expert, are available. Our work shows that µ-confidence can be correlated with mapping quality.
Our approach was inspired by the works of Fagin and Wimmers [22] and Fagin [20] , who proposed a method of combining answers to queries over different data sources using simple fuzzy set theory concepts and a method for allowing users to set weights to different parts of their queries. This work extends imprecision to metadata (and thus makes it a viable resource for Semantic Web-related algorithms) as well and identifies a family of mappings for which imprecision calculations are meaningful.
An alternative to the fuzzy sets framework exists in the form of probabilistic methods (e.g., [19, 39] ). A probabilisticbased approach assumes that one has incomplete knowledge about the portion of the real world being modeled. However, this knowledge can be encoded as probabilities about events. The fuzzy approach, on the other hand, aims at modeling the intrinsic imprecision of features of the modeled reality. Therefore, the amount of knowledge at the user's disposal is of little concern. Our choice, in addition to philosophical reasoning, is also based on pragmatic reasoning. Probabilistic reasoning typically relies on event independence assumptions, making correlated events harder, if not impossible, to assess. Our approach is supported by the results presented in [17] in which a comparative study of the capabilities of probability and fuzzy methods is presented. This study shows that probabilistic analysis is intrinsically more expressive than fuzzy sets. However, fuzzy methods demonstrate higher computational efficiency.
Preliminaries
In this section we present two families of operators, namely, triangular norms (Sect. 3.1) and fuzzy aggregate operators (Sect. 3.2), and compare their properties. Operators from both families are typically used in fuzzy-based applications to combine various fuzzy membership degrees. Since the study of different ways of combining similarities is crucial to this work, we provide a brief introduction to their main properties.
Triangular norms
The min operator is the most well-known representative of a large family of operators called triangular norms (t-norms for short), routinely deployed as interpretations of fuzzy conjunctions (see, for example, the monographs [33, 38] ). In the following we define t-norms and discuss their relevant properties. We refer the interested reader to [37] for an exhaustive treatment of the subject.
A triangular norm T :
is a binary operator on the unit interval satisfying the following axioms for all x, y, z ∈ [0, 1]:
The following t-norm examples are typically used as interpretations of fuzzy conjunctions:
It is worth noting that T m is the only idempotent t-norm. That is, T m(x, x) = x.
3 This becomes handy when comparing t-norms with fuzzy aggregate operators (Sect. 3.2). It can be easily proven ( [33] ) that
for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]. All t-norms over the unit interval can be represented as a combination of the triplet (T m, T p, T l) (see [33] for a formal presentation of this statement). For example, the Dubois-Prade family of t-norms T dp , also used often in fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic, is defined using T m, T p, and T l as:
Fuzzy aggregate operators
The average operator belongs to another large family of operators termed fuzzy aggregate operators [38] .A fuzzy aggregate
Letx = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a vector such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, x i ∈ [0, 1] and let¯ = ( 1 , ..., n ) be a weight vector that sums to unity. Examples of fuzzy aggregate operators include the average operator Ha(x) = 1 n n 1 x i and the weighted average operator Hwa(x,¯ ) =x ·¯ . Clearly, average is a special case of the weighted average operator, where
It is worth noting that T m (the min tnorm) is also a fuzzy aggregate operator due to its idempotency (its associative property provides a way of defining it over any number of arguments). However, T p and T l are not fuzzy aggregate operators.
T-norms and fuzzy aggregate operators are comparable using the following inequality:
and function H satisfying Eqs. 2-4.
The framework
In this section we provide a formal framework for computing similarities among attribute (concept) sets based on fuzzy relations [38] 
We next introduce confidence relations, which we use to compute similarity. Primitive confidence relations are introduced in Sect. 4.1, and Sect. 4.2 introduces compound confidence relations.
Primitive confidence relations
Given domains D and D , a primitive confidence relation is a fuzzy relation over
. A mapping confidence of a primitive confidence relation is computed using some distance metric among domain members. Some desirable properties of a primitive confidence relation are as follows.
Reflexivity ensures that the exact mapping receives the highest possible score (as in the case of two identical attributes, e.g., with the same name).
. Symmetry ensures that the order in which two schemata are compared has no impact on the final outcome. Transitivity:
type of transitivity is known as the max-min transitivity property (e.g., [38] , p. 130). It provides a solid foundation for the generation of fuzzy equivalence relations. As an example, one may generate α-level equivalence, which contain all pairs whose confidence measure is greater than α. While being a desirable property, transitivity is hard to achieve, and therefore we shall concentrate on proximity relations (satisfying reflexivity and symmetry) instead. Such a relation may, at some α level, generate a partition of the domain, similarly to α-level equivalence. 
Therefore, the mapping confidence of 15
This primitive confidence relation, with its associated µ
as defined in Eq. 5, is reflexive (since d−d = 0) and symmetric (since |d − d | = |d − d|) yet nontransitive, which makes it a proximity relation. As an example, consider a third domain
Example 4 (Attribute name mapping confidence).
Let A and A be two domains whose elements are attribute names. Let ∼ µattrname be a primitive confidence relation over A × A , where µ attrname is termed the attribute name mapping confidence measure. The computation of attribute name mapping confidence is typically based on substring matching and is enhanced by the use of information retrieval techniques, such as dehyphenation [23] and stop term removal [25] . Example 2 suggests the use of the dehyphenation technique, combined with substring matching to compute µ attrname . The method proposed there can be described as follows:
where |A ∩ A | stands for the length of the longest common substring (after preprocessing such as dehyphenation). It is worth noting that, as is often common in the database literature, we let A refer to both an attribute and its name. This primitive confidence relation, with its associated µ A,A attrname , as defined in Eq. 6 is reflexive, since for two identical attribute names (e.g., PickUpMinutes of the AvisRental and the AlamoRental relations) the size of the common substring is the whole attribute name, and therefore µ attrname = 1. Also, it is symmetric since
However, it is nontransitive, which, again, makes it a proximity relation. As an example, consider three schemata with one attribute each, e.g., FirstChoice, PrimaryChoice, and PrimarySelection. While FirstChoice matches PrimaryChoice with µ attrname = 0.46 and PrimaryChoice matches PrimarySelection with µ attrname = 0.44, matching FirstChoice with PrimarySelection results in µ attrname = 0.
Another method of computing attribute name confidence divides the length of the longest common substring by the length of the first (or, alternatively, the second) attribute name, given by
Clearly, such a measure is asymmetric. For example, FirstChoice matches PrimaryChoice with µ attrname = 0.55, yet PrimaryChoice matches FirstChoice with µ attrname = 0.46.
By formalizing confidence measures, one can better analyze the properties of matching techniques. For example, consider the three attributes FirstChoice, PrimaryChoice, and PrimarySelection, discussed in Example 4. This example highlights the importance of transitivity. The three attributes seem to be semantically similar, referring to some top priority option, and therefore in the presence of three schemata one would be interested in placing the three together in a single equivalence class. However, nontransitivity prevents the substring matching technique from achieving such a mapping. Many of the confidence relations we have encountered are proximity relations, which increase the complexity of the matching process. In particular, with the introduction of a new schema it does not suffice to perform the matching process with a single representative schema (which can be efficiently performed using simple matrix multiplication techniques) from the set of known schemata. Rather, the matching process should be performed in a pairwise fashion with every schema in the schema set.
Compound confidence relations
Compound confidence relations are fuzzy relations as well.Yet they use confidence measures (either primitive or compound) to compute new confidence measures. In this section we introduce three examples of compound confidence relations and discuss their properties. 
Example 5 (Domain confidence relation
where
and for all
is matched with the "best" value in D , and vice versa, and the strength of µ dom is determined by the strength of the "weakest link". Our use of min and max is in line with fuzzy logic conventions, where max is interpreted as disjunction and min is interpreted as conjunction. We shall discuss alternative operators in Sect. 
Proposition 1. The domain mapping confidence relation is a proximity relation.
Proof. We shall now show that Eq. 7 is reflexive and symmetric.
Reflexivity: From the fact that
In general, the computation of µ dom needs to consider all nonzero similarities between elements of D and D . Therefore, the computation complexity of µ dom is of O (|D| × |D |), where |D| and |D | are the cardinalities of D and D , respectively. 4 Such complexity becomes tedious for big domains. For certain special cases, however, domain confidence can be computed at a much lower cost. For example, when computing Eq. 7 for sorted numeric domains using Euclidean distance as the distance metric, each element in one domain needs to be matched with at most two elements in the other domain (using a variation of the merge-sort algorithm), reducing the overall 
Other methods for computing domain confidence measure have been proposed in the literature. For example, in [63] , a method for computing domain confidence based on optimal weighted bipartite graph was proposed. Such a method minimizes the dissimilarity measure, at the expense of partial mapping, where there exist nonmapped values in case of different domain cardinalities.
Example 6 (Attribute mapping confidence relation).
In [49] , attribute mapping confidence is determined as a combination of attribute name mapping confidence (µ attrname ) and the mapping confidence between the corresponding attribute domains, as presented in Example 5 (µ dom ). Therefore, given two attributes A and A , with domains D and D , respectively, the attribute confidence measure of A and A , denoted µ att , is a function µ Example 7 (Schema mapping confidence). Given two attribute sets, A and A , a schema mapping F from A to A is a set of |A| pairs (A, A ) such that A ∈ A, A ∈ A ∪ {null}, and A = F (A). A mapping to a null value represents no mapping. A ∼ µ A denotes the schema mapping confidence of F . The schema mapping confidence measure µ F is a function
. In Example 2 we have provided a possible set of schema containment rules. Using this set, we have selected a mapping F , given in Table 1 . It is worth noting that this mapping is only one among many (n! for 1 : 1 matching). The table provides the computation of µ attrname using dehyphenation and substring matching (see Example 2) and the computation of µ dom using the min function over the pairwise element confidence (see Example 5) . µ att is computed using the average function as the computation operator. Computing µ F by averaging over µ A,A att of all the pairs (A, A ) in F yields µ F = 0.88. Generally speaking, a mapping can be 1 : 1 (in which case the mapping becomes a 1 : 1 and onto function), 1 : n (in which an attribute from the scope can be mapped into multiple attributes in the domain, either as is or by splitting an attribute value from the scope and assigning different attributes in the domain with subvalues), or n : 1 (see [7] for more details). Typically, one would be interested in a best mapping, i.e., a mapping with the highest score of all possible mappings. Methods for computing the best mapping depend on the type of mapping. For a 1 : 1 matching, algorithms for identifying the best mapping typically rely on weighted bipartite graph matching [31] . In Sect. 5.2 we formally justify the use of such algorithms.
Discussion
The examples in this section define value, attribute name, domain, attribute, and schema mapping confidence measures. Extension to this basic model can also be attained. For example, advanced works such as [48] generate mappings in which attributes are mapped through complex structures, including n : 1 mappings. In [48] , a scenario is introduced in which attribute sal from relation professor is combined with attributes hrrate and workson from relation payrate, to compute the attribute sal in personnel relation from the target schema. The assignment of confidence to such mapping can be defined in a variety of methods. Once such a measure is presented, it can be used in computing mapping confidence using the method in Example 7. It is worth noting that, in the absence of any restrictions on the mapping cardinality, computing n : 1 mappings may require computing 2 n pairwise confidence measures, which is obviously intractable. As another example, extending the matching process to include graph theory methods, as suggested in [30, 43] , involves extending µ A,A att by adding a third parameter that indicates the confidence as derived from the graph algorithm.
In a heterogeneous databases environment, it has been recognized that mapping of a single relation in a global schema to a single relation in a source requires a high level of uniformity in how data are represented in the sources and how they are viewed in the global schema. To overcome such structural heterogeneity, structure-oriented algorithms (e.g., the TreeMatch algorithm of Cupid and the precedence algorithm in OntoBuilder) were proposed. In Sect. 6 we experiment with a representative algorithm that utilizes structural information.
Monotonic mappings: measuring matching quality
In this section we aim at modeling the relationship between a choice of a schema mapping, based on similarity of attributes, and a choice of a schema mapping, as performed by a human expert. As we empirically show in Sect. 6, the more correlated these mappings are, the more effective would be an automatic mapping process. Therefore, monotonicity is aimed at ensuring that the exact mapping can be found by iterating over a small set of mappings (a single mapping, the best mapping, in the case of strict monotonicity). Section 5.1 provides the basic definitions of the monotonicity notion. A discussion of monotonicity properties is given in Sect. 5.2. Finally, we provide two weaker notions of monotonicity that are explored further in our empirical analysis (Sect. 5.3).
Monotonicity
To compare the effectiveness of various choices of mappings and operators, we introduce the notion of mapping imprecision, which follows common IR practice for retrieval effectiveness (e.g., [24] ). First, we define mapping difference as follows. It is worth noting that imprecision, while normalized to be in [0, 1], cannot accept all possible values in this range. Therefore, for an attribute set of n attributes, one can have exactly n imprecision categories. We shall next identify a family of "well-behaved" mappings as a quality measure for comparing various algorithms for schema matching. Assume that among all possible mappings between two attribute sets of cardinality n (n! such mappings for 1 : 1 matching), we choose one and term it the exact mapping (denoted byF ). The exact mapping corresponds to the best possible mapping, as conceived by a human expert.
Definition 1 (Mapping difference). Let

Definition 3 (Confidence fortification). Let F , G, and H be mappings over attribute sets A and A . G and H are confidence fortification on an attribute A ∈ A with respect to F if i F,G < i F,H implies µ A,G(A) > µ A,H(A)
.
Definition 4 (Benefit and cost). Let G and H be schema mappings over attribute sets A and A such that i F,G < i F,H with respect to some mapping F . Given a function h, the benefit of switching from H to G is defined as
Benef it(G, H)
= h A k ∈D G,H ∩M G,H µ A k ,G(A k ) − µ A k ,H(A k ) .
The cost of switching from H to G is defined as
Cost(G, H)
= h A k ∈D G,H \M G,H µ A k ,H(A k ) − µ A k ,G(A k ) .
Benef it(G, H) represents the benefit of switching from
H to G. D G,H ∩M G,
Definition 5 (Monotonicity). Let
F = {F 1 , F 2 ,
..., F m } be a set of mappings over attribute sets A and A . F is monotonic with respect toF if the following inequality holds for any pair
i Fi is a concise representation of iF ,Fi and is used whenever imprecision is computed with respect to the exact mapping. Intuitively, the more imprecise a matching is with respect to a given exact mappingF , the lower its corresponding confidence measure would be. Each term in Benef it(F i , F j ) adds to the overall confidence, yet the attributes that participate in computing Cost(F i , F j ) reduce the overall confidence by switching from F j to F i . If the benefit of switching from F j to F i surpasses the cost for all pairs {F i , F j } ⊆ F such that i Fi < i Fj , we consider the set to be monotonic. If the exact mapping is chosen from among monotonic mappings, then the following holds: ifF ∈ F and F is monotonic, thenF 's overall confidence measure is greater than the overall confidence measures of i n -imprecise mappings in F (i > 0), even if such mappings yield better confidence measures on some attribute pairs.
Example 10 (Monotonic mappings).
Consider the case study, as presented in Example 1, and the exact mapping between AvisRental and AlamoRental as given in Table 1 (defining h as the average function). Using mapping confidence based on domain and attribute confidence -imprecise mapping, in which RentalNo is mapped into PickUpHour, PickUpHour is mapped into Price, and Price is mapped into RentalNo. The confidence measure of this mapping is 0.54. Consider now a 4 9 -imprecise mapping in which PickUpLocationCode is mapped into PickUp-Date, PickUpDate is mapped into PickUpMinutes, PickUpMinutes is mapped into PickUpHour, and PickUpHour is mapped into PickUpLocation. The confidence measure of this mapping is 0.55, slightly higher than a 3 9 -imprecise mapping.
Monotonicity properties
If h is defined as a weighted average and the schema mapping confidence is computed using a weighted average as well, monotonicity can be specified in simpler terms, as the theorem below shows. Proof. The mappings F i and F j are part of a monotonic set F, then by Definition 3 (using h = Hwa), and since i Fi < i Fj , the following inequality holds:
Theorem 1. Let F be a monotonic set of mappings with respect toF , using h = Hwa (weighted average), and let
Since 0 ≤ µ att ≤ 1, this implies (after the µ
terms on the right side are swapped with the µ
terms on the left side of Inequality 9) that
Since the confidence measures of the attributes over which mapping F i and F j do not differ are equal, we adjoin them to both sides of Inequality 10 and obtain
Since we use Hwa for combining attribute confidence measures, then
Theorem 1 requires that confidence measures are combined using the Hwa (weighted average) operator. Also, the theorem requires that the same operator be utilized for computing the benefit and the cost. It is interesting to note that this property does not hold for all operators. Consider, for example, the min operator. Consider further two attribute sets, {a 1 , a 2 } and {a 1 , a 2 }, with the following attribute mapping confidence:
Let the exact mapping be a mapping such that a 1 is mapped with a 1 and a 2 is mapped with a 2 . Using either Hwa or T m, one has that the benefit of switching from the 1-imprecise ( 2 2 -imprecise) mapping { a 1 , a 2 , a 2 , a 1 } to the exact mapping is 0.1 and the cost is 0.3, and therefore the set of possible mappings is nonmonotonic by definition. Now, when schema mapping confidence is computed using Hwa, one has that the schema mapping confidence of the exact mapping (0.5) is lower than that of the 1-imprecise mapping (0.6), as expected. However, by using T m, the schema mapping confidence of the exact mapping (0.5) is higher than that of the 1-imprecise mapping (0.4), which serves to show that Theorem 1 does not apply to the min operator.
Monotonicity is defined is such a way as to be strict in this paper. Relaxing it to nonstrict monotonicity (by requiring
would have no practical benefit. Consider a situation in which all possible permutations of attribute mappings among two schemata yield the same confidence measure. Therefore, switching among the mappings yields 0 cost and 0 benefit. This means that the set of all schema mapping permutations is weakly monotonic, which provides little help in identifying the exact mapping. Strict monotonicity, however, ensures that the exact mapping is the one mapping to which the benefit of switching is (strictly) higher than the cost.
We now show that the use of weighted average is preferred over any t-norm operator to compute mapping confidence. For simplicity's sake we restrict our discussion to confidence measure, as defined using value confidence measure and attribute name confidence measure. The following result can be easily generalized to any confidence measure method.
We denote by X 1 X 2 X 3 a particular selection of operators for computing domain confidence measure (X 1 ), attribute confidence measure (X 2 ), and mapping confidence measure (X 3 ). For example, T mHaHa represents the particular operator selection, as suggested throughout the examples in Sect. 4. We next show that, in most cases, a selection of type X 1 X 2 Ha is superior to any selection of type X 1 X 2 T 3 , where T 3 stands for any t-norm operator. Closely related attribute sets consist of attributes that may map well in various combinations. Considering the case study presented in this paper, the attribute sets of Avis and Alamo are not closely related. For example, a mapping of Price in Avis to any attribute but Price in Alamo yields 0 confidence measure. We next present a proposition arguing that t-norms are not suitable for modeling attribute sets that are not closely related. 1. (A, A ) ∈F . Assume that µF is computed using an operator selection of the type X 1 X 2 T 3 . For T 3 = min, µF ≤ 0, since it cannot be higher than µ A,A att . Since µF ≥ 0 by definition, one has that µF = 0. Using Eq. 1 and the property that any t-norm can be represented as a combination of T l, T p, and T m, we can generalize that µF = 0 for any operator selection of type X 1 X 2 T 3 . Consider now a An immediate corollary to Proposition 2 relates to mappings using weighted bipartite graph matching. Given two attribute sets, A and A , one may construct a weighted bipartite n Ω F . Therefore, the use of weighted bipartite graph matching is equivalent to a selection of operators of type X 1 X 2 Ha, which yields results as good as any selection of operators of type X 1 X 2 T 3 , and possibly better.
Definition 6 (Closely related attribute sets). Let
graph G = (V, E) such that V = A ∪ A and (v i , v j ) ∈ E if v i ∈ A, v j ∈ A . The weight function : A × A → [0, 1] is defined as (v i , v j ) = µ vi,
Other forms of monotonicity
If the exact mapping is chosen among monotonic mappings, then the following holds: ifF ∈ F and F are monotonic, thenF 's overall confidence measure is greater than the overall confidence measure of i n -imprecise mappings in F (i > 0), even if such mappings yield better confidence measure on some attribute pairs. If all one wishes to obtain is the ability to identify the exact mapping through the use of confidence, one needs a weaker notion of monotonicity, as defined next. 
Definition 7 (Pairwise monotonicity). Let
The set of all possible mappings of the case study (see Example 10) is monotonic with respect to the exact mapping. Finally, the following definition captures the intuition accompanying Fig. 1 . While one cannot argue that F is monotonic, the figure clearly identifies a monotonic trend. The next definition formalizes this intuition using statistical terms.
Definition 8 (Statistical monotonicity). Let
.., F m } be a set of mappings over attribute sets A and A of cardinality n, and let F 1 , F 2 , ..., F n be subsets of
We define M i to be a random variable, representing the confidence measure of a randomly chosen i n -imprecise mapping. F is statistically monotonic with respect toF if the following inequality holds for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n:
where E (M ) stands for the expected value of M .
In Sect. 6.2 we shall explore this property further by experimenting with various mappings and using statistical hypothesis validation.
Empirical analysis
This section presents empirical results, testing two different algorithms using the proposed framework. The first (dubbed term algorithm) involves word similarity and string matching and is similar to algorithms in other tools, such as Cupid and Protégé. The other algorithm (dubbed combined algorithm) combines string matching with value matching and two structural algorithms, involving composition and precedence. Both algorithms compare two schemata (in the relational model sense), yet the combined algorithm is also provided with semantically rich information hidden in the forms, such as the structure of the data and the time constraints as provided by business rules, to improve the matching process. Such information can be encoded in ontological tools such as RDF/S, DAML+OIL, and OWL. Full discussion of these algorithms is given in [30] .
The analysis we propose is aimed at verifying empirically the correlation between a confidence measure (generated by a given algorithm) on the one hand and monotonicity on the other hand, using imprecision level as the experimentation tool. The purpose of this analysis is not to determine the "best" algorithm for schema matching, nor is it aimed at generating cost-effectiveness measure in choosing one algorithm or the other. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile showing the benefits of the combined algorithm over the term algorithm, using an example in [30] , and given here for completeness sake.
Example 11 (Term and combined algorithms).
The example is concerned with automatic form filling by rewriting a query given in a given ontology to a newly introduced ontology. Consider the Delta Airlines reservation system (Fig. 2, left) . The form contains two time fields, one for departures and the other for return. Due to bad design (or designer error), the departure time entry is named dept time 1 while return time is named dept time 2. Both terms carry an identical label, Time, since the context can be easily determined (by a human observer, of course) from the positioning of the time entry with respect to the date entry. For the American Airlines reservation system (Fig. 2, right) , the two time fields of the latter were not labeled at all (counting on the proximity matching capabilities of an intelligent human observer) and therefore were assigned, using composition by association, the label Departure Date and Return Date. The fields were assigned the names departureTime and returnTime. Term matching would prefer matching both Time(dept time 1) and Time(dept time 2) of Delta with Return Date(returnTime) of American (note that "dept" and "departure" do not match, either as words or as substrings). However, using the combined algorithm, and precedence matching in particular, the two time entries were correctly mapped.
All datasets were collected from real-world Web forms (see below). We describe the experiments setup in Sect. 6.1. Statistical monotonicity and pairwise monotonicity are discussed in Sects. 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. In Sect. 6.4 we present the relationships between the two monotonicity types.
Experiment setup
All experiments were conducted using an in-house tool named OntoBuilder, 5 which runs under the Java 2 JDK version 1.4 or greater. OntoBuilder supports an array of matching and filtering algorithms. Algorithm parameters (such as weights) are specified using an XML configuration file that can be edited using a user-friendly interface. OntoBuilder also provides an applet version with the same features as the standalone version and the added functionality that allows users to access and use it within a Web client.
We have analyzed 42 Web forms, from eight different domains, namely, flight reservation, hotel reservation, dating and matchmaking, newspaper search engines, resume forms, email address registration, book search engines, and advanced forms of general-purpose search engines. For each Web form, we have automatically extracted a schema. 6 Web forms were combined into pairs from the same domain, and for each pair (21 all-in-all) we have applied both algorithms.
For each Web form pair, we have computed all attribute pairwise mappings µ A,A att , using each of the two algorithms separately. For each pair we have determined the exact mappingF and partitioned all possible permutations into imprecision levels with respect toF . Given two schemata S and S , with n and m attributes, respectively, and assuming that n attributes of S can be mapped correctly to n attributes of S (which necessitates that n ≤ m since we assume a 1 : 1 mapping), the number of possible mappings of attributes in S into S is
m C n represents the number of combinations of choosing a sample of size n attributes (without regard to order) from a set of m attributes. n P n represents the number of variations of choosing n attributes from a set of n attributes. For the simplified case in which m = n = n , the number of mappings is equivalent to the number of permutations of one of the attribute sets, that is, n!. Due to the enormous number of possible permutations, we have limited our experiments to subschemata with nine attributes each. The attributes were selected randomly from the original set of attributes, with the only restriction being that an exact mapping can be determined for all attributes in the subschemata. For generating the 9! permutations and classifying them into imprecision levels, we have utilized a Visual Basic macro, executing within a MS Excel XP worksheet. A matrix of 9 × 9 pairwise confidence measures (µ att ) served as input to the macro. The output included all possible mapping variations; for each we have com-
, where h 2 is taken to be the average function, following the discussion in Sect. 5.2, and i F , the imprecision level as defined in Sect. 5.1.
Statistical monotonicity
In Sect. 5 we introduced three different notions of monotonicity. The strictest one requires (according to Theorem 1) that, given a set of all possible mapping permutations between two schemata, a sorted list of mappings (according to confidence measure) will satisfy a partial ordering according to imprecision level. That is, for monotonicity to hold, a mapping of an imprecision level i n will be associated with a confidence measure µ, which is higher than any confidence measure of a mapping from a higher imprecision level. Example 5 demonstrates how difficult it is to achieve monotonicity even in a toy example. The inherent uncertainty of the matching process generates variability that may cause imprecision sets to Fig. 2 . AA vs. Delta overlap in their confidence measures. Indeed, in all our experiments we have never come across such a set of monotonic mappings.
We shall defer a discussion on pairwise monotonicity to Sect. 6.3. In this section we focus on statistical monotonicity. For statistical monotonicity to hold, we hypothesize that the confidence measure of a mapping is sensitive to the number of attributes on which the two schemata differ. That is, the confidence measure of a mapping is sensitive to the number of arguments that do not coincide. To evaluate this hypothesis, we examine how a confidence measure varies with imprecision level. To do so, we have performed linear regression analysis, focusing on the variability of the residual values around the regression line. We took special interest in the R 2 and X variable coefficient (the regression line gradient) statistics. The R 2 measure indicates the fraction of the total variability explained by the imprecision level. Plainly put, a high R 2 measure means that by separating the set of confidence measures into groups of imprecision levels, different groups have distinguished confidence measures. 7 A positive X variable coefficient is an indication of a positive correlation between imprecision level and confidence measure, while a negative X variable coefficient indicates negative correlation. Combined together, a negative X variable coefficient and a high R 2 measure indicate that imprecision is a major factor in determining the level of µ and that there is an inverse relation between the two. Such an indication is sufficient for ensuring statistical monotonicity.
The regression analysis was conducted using R GUI (a GNU project, based on the S language from Bell Labs), version 1.5.0. R is a programming environment for data analysis and graphics. To perform the regression analysis, we have collected a random representative sample of 500 instances from each imprecision level that has high number of permutations associated with it. By doing so, we ensure meaningful analysis, otherwise distorted by the sheer size of the analyzed set. Choosing a representative sample of the set of mappings al- 7 For large datasets, the normal distribution is assumed. R 2 is an indicator to how "close" the data are to the median at each imprecision level. For normal distributions, the median and the mean (the unbiased estimate of the expected value) are the same. Thus, our experiments validate the statistical monotonicity as presented in Sect. 5. lows an efficient execution of the analysis without adversely affecting the significance of the results. Figure 3a illustrates a linear regression analysis of mapping "Absolute Agency" and "Adult Singles", from the dating and matchmaking domain, using the combined algorithm. For each mapping, the horizontal axis shows the imprecision level of a mapping, while the vertical axis provides the mapping confidence measure. The figure shows strong negative correlation between imprecision level and confidence measure. This conclusion is supported by the R 2 and X variable coefficient of the regression analysis. For this pair of sites, R 2 = 0.97, i.e., imprecision level explains, in this case, 97% of the original variability. X variable coefficient is −0.56. Therefore, we have sufficient evidence to claim that statistical monotonicity holds in this case. Fig. 3b , illustrating the linear regression analysis of matching "hotels.com" with "usahotelguid.com(holidayinn)", with R 2 = 0.44. In this figure, confidence measures in each imprecision level are scattered rather than being concentrated around the regression line. Therefore, the confidence measures of various imprecision levels are interleaved, and differentiating the various confidence levels becomes much more difficult. As will be discussed in Sect. 6.4, this is an indication of the phenomenon we observe here, where the exact mapping (given as imprecision 0) has a lower confidence measure than permutations from up to 5 9 -imprecision level. Table 2 shows that in the vast majority of our experiments, both algorithms yielded either medium or high R 2 values. This is an indication of the robustness of the proposed model. In other words, both algorithms generate statistically monotonic mappings. Therefore, the lower the imprecision levels become, the further away a mapping confidence measure would be from the exact mapping.
Pairwise monotonicity
In this section, we look at the relationship between the exact mapping and the best mapping. Clearly, any algorithm that identifies the exact mapping as the best mapping serves its purpose in resolving semantic heterogeneity. Therefore, we first look into the positioning of the exact mapping within an ordered list of all possible mappings. Table 3 summarizes our findings with respect to the positioning of the exact mapping. A rank of 0 means that the algorithm was successful in identifying the exact mapping as the best mapping. Other ranks show the positioning within all possible mappings. We observe that, even if an algorithm fails to identify the exact mapping as the best mapping, high ranking of the exact mapping can assist in identifying it within a small number of trials (see [2] for efficient algorithms that identify top-K mappings). 8 However, if one needs to iterate over all possible permutations, searching the search space becomes intractable. Practically speaking, a good algorithm for automatic semantic reconciliation should take into account the inherent uncertainty of the process. Therefore, it should aim at minimizing the number of iterations required for finding an exact mapping, acknowledging that it is probably impossible to identify an algorithm that would always rank the exact mapping first.
The combined algorithm performs better than the term algorithm. While the combined algorithm manages to identify the exact mapping as the best mapping in 71% of the experiments, the term algorithm manages to achieve the same task in slightly less than half the pairs. An interesting observation is that the combined algorithm performs better when it comes to lower ranking as well. An extreme example involves the mapping of "www.hotels.com" and "HolidayIn.com". In this case, both algorithms have failed to identify the exact mapping as the best mapping. However, while the combined algorithm has ranked the exact mapping second, the term algorithm positioned it in the 235th (!) position. In general, we have observed a "heavy-tail" distribution of the ranking above the exact mapping in the term algorithm, while such a phenomenon was not observed in the case of the combined algorithm. This observation largely explains the average ranking of both algorithms, as provided in Table 3 . On average, the combined algorithm positions the exact mapping in the 7th position, while the term algorithm ranks the exact mapping around the 100th position.
Relationship between monotonicity types
For our next analysis, we shall now present the notion of an ideal mapping, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for n = 9. The matrix on the left provides all the pairwise confidence measures of attributes of two schemata. The matrix diagonal represents the is provided with K mappings (either one at a time or as a batch). Alternatively, one can envision a system that utilizes query response in determining the exact mapping. For example, an error message from a Web server can be interpreted as a useless mapping. 
Pe exact mapping in which attribute i from one schema is mapped with attribute i from the other schema. The unity matrix represents an ideal (and unrealistic, as observed earlier) scenario, in which a matching algorithm crisply maps attributes of the exact mapping while assigning a 0 value to other attribute combinations. On the right of Fig. 4 , we provide the distribution of all mapping permutations according to their confidence measure. Due to the structure of the matrix, the value of all mappings in a given imprecision level i n are identical and computed as n−i n . We have designed the graph such that each bar in the graph represents all permutations of a given imprecision level, with smaller imprecision levels on the right and higher imprecision levels on the left.
We are now ready to analyze the relationship between statistical monotonicity and pairwise monotonicity. A priori, one may assume that the latter is indifferent to the behavior of permutations as long as their confidence measure does not exceed that of the exact mapping. In particular, one should not be concerned whether lower imprecision levels demonstrate monotonic behavior. We can therefore hypothesize (just for the sake of argument) that there should be no correlation between statistical monotonicity and pairwise monotonicity. As a measurement of the former we utilize the R 2 statistic. As for the latter, we apply three different measurements, as follows.
• The number of permutations whose confidence measure exceeds that of the exact mapping (P e ). In Table 3 we have summarized the values of P e as obtained from our experiments.
• The number of permutations whose confidence measure is "close" to that of the exact mapping (P c ). To measure closeness, we look at all permutations whose normalized confidence measure (with respect to the exact mapping) exceeds the confidence measure of the 1 9 -imprecise permutations in the ideal mapping yet do not exceed the confidence measure of the exact mapping.
• The sum of the above measurements, that is, P t = P e +P c . Figure 5 provides the number of permutations whose confidence measure exceeds that of the exact mapping for each experiment as a function of the R 2 value of the regression analysis of the same experiment. There is a negative tendency in the values of P e as R 2 increases, with few exceptions that can be considered as statistical noise. For example, an experiment with R 2 = 0.57 yields P e = 0, and an experiment with R 2 = 0.97 yields P e = 2. Figure 6 provides our analysis with respect to P c (left) and P t (right). Here, a strong negative correlation is evident, where for low R 2 values (below 0.7) there is a cluster of permutations around the exact mapping, yet for higher R 2 values the number of permutations with confidence measure close to or above that of the exact mapping declines significantly. We consider this result as a testament to the invalidity of our initial hypothesis in this section. Thus there is a correlation between statistical monotonicity and pairwise monotonicity.
To justify our claim, consider a pictorial illustration of a distribution of confidence measure values according to imprecision levels, given in Fig. 7 . This example is a 3D representation of the graphs in Fig. 3 . At each level of imprecision, confidence measures seem to be distributed according to the normal distribution with a decreasing mean. As is easily observed, the variance in each imprecision level allows permutations within any given imprecision level to receive high confidence measures. In Fig. 3a , where R 2 = 0.97, the small variance does not allow many permutations of low imprecision levels to exceed the confidence level of the exact mapping. In Fig. 3b , we observe a cluster around the best mapping, making the identification of the exact mapping harder to obtain. Next we analyze the behavior of each of the algorithms separately. Figure 8 provides a side-by-side comparison of P c as a function of R 2 for the term algorithm (Fig. 8a ) and the combined algorithm (Fig. 8b ). Our conclusion is that the clear negative trend, as observed in Fig. 8b , implies that the combined algorithm yields more predictable results than the term algorithm for any given R 2 value. Along with our analysis from Sect. 6.2, showing that the combined algorithm generates, in general, mappings that are statistically monotonic, one may conclude that the combined algorithm is more likely to rank the exact mapping in a top position among all permutations than the term algorithm.
To conclude the empirical analysis, our main result is that a significant correlation between imprecision level and confidence measure serves as a sufficient evidence for the "goodness" of the algorithm. In particular, such correlation (which we defined through monotonicity) ensures the positioning of the exact mapping sufficiently close to the best mapping. Both algorithms we have experimented with show statistical monotonicity. The combined algorithm, which bases its confidence measure on structural in addition to textual information, seems to perform better in most cases. The term algorithm maintains statistical monotonicity yet can be improved in many borderline cases, and such functionality is provided by the combined algorithm.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented a formal model, capturing the inherent uncertainty in the outcome of automatic schema matching, an analysis of the model properties, and an empirical comparison of applying the proposed framework to two algorithms for filling in a variety of domains in a Web form. The formal model borrows from fuzzy set theory in modeling the uncertainty in the matching process outcome. The theoretical and empirical analyses of the model have yielded the following results:
• For monotonic mappings, one may correlate confidence measure with precision as conceived by a human expert. While monotonicity is a strong notion, weaker notions, such as pairwise monotonicity and statistical monotonicity, suffice for practical purposes (such as identifying the exact mapping within a small number of iterations). Therefore, matching algorithms that generate monotonic mappings (in any form) are well suited for automatic semantic reconciliation.
• Unless attributes in schemata are closely related, mapping confidence cannot utilize any t-norm as its computation vehicle. A preferred operator would come from the fuzzy aggregate operator family, e.g., the average operator. This result provides a theoretical support for the use of variations of the weighted bipartite graph matching for computing schema mapping.
• By comparing two algorithms, namely, the term algorithm and the combined algorithm, we have demonstrated the framework capability to evaluate the suitability of a matching algorithm for automatic semantic reconciliation. In particular, we have shown that both algorithms generate, in general, mappings that are statistically monotonic. However, since the combined algorithm correlates better monotonicity with high ranking of the exact mapping, it is more suitable than the term algorithm for serving in automatic semantic reconciliation scenarios.
The recent steps taken in the direction of automating the schema matching process highlight the critical need for the proposed research. As the automation of the process has already begun to take shape, often without the benefits of thorough research, the study is timely. We envision a multitude of applications of automatic schema matching to the Semantic Web. For example, the research is likely to aid in the design of smart agents that will negotiate over information goods using schema information and provide them with practical tools to combat schema heterogeneity. To this end, we shall conduct a thorough analysis of schema usability to enable us to realistically evaluate the outcomes of a matching algorithm on a practical level. The outcome of the analysis would be the development of robust methods for assessing the usability of mappings to a user. Using these methods, an agent performing on behalf of a user will be able to filter out nonusable mappings so that results to be presented to the user would be of the best quality. We believe that the usability of a mapping can be correlated with its utility to the user. Both involve weighing the utilities of the outcomes and selecting the alternative with the highest expected utility. Therefore, future research will suggest algorithms that will enable such agents to gain a leading edge in the negotiation process by applying economic models to utility functions.
